Among the most important controversies in evidencebased medical science is the use of therapeutic hypothermia. Our knowledge about hypothermic brain protection is still limited and several crucial factors such as target brain temperature, start and duration of hypothermia treatment as well as various unknown others still remain to be explored. Recently, the use of therapeutic hypothermia from 32-34°C after cardiac arrest improved neurological outcome in an impressive way [1] [2] [3] . This was in contradiction to a large hypothermia trial (NABIS:H), funded by the National Institute of Health (NIH), [4] concerning brain injured patients -subjected to cooling -who failed to demonstrate any improved survival. Soon after publication of the latter study, some methodological aspects were criticised [5] [6] [7] . To improve the future accuracy of hypothermia studies, scientists are now being challenged to consider further factors which impact upon brain integrity during ischaemia and trauma [8, 9] . Without doubt, among these are considerable changes in the relationship between cerebral blood flow (CBF) and metabolism.
Soon after therapeutic hypothermia was used to slow down metabolic rate of ischaemic tissue -and thereby to reduce the structural damage to tissuesit become obvious that 'pH management' has an impact on outcome. Lung ventilation to normocapnia is temperature-dependent since the solubility of gases in blood is increased as temperature is lowered; the pH of arterial blood shifts in parallel to the neutral point of water towards alkalosis. If 'pH-stat' management is used during hypothermia, the analytical results of the blood-gas analysis are corrected for the actual lower body temperature thus resulting in a more hypocapnic status. The compensatory reduction of lung ventilation increases the partial pressure of carbon dioxide and thereby augments CBF.
This relative hypoventilation is in contrast to 'a -stat' management where the arterial blood is not corrected for the actual body temperature. a -stat management (so-called alpha-stat by the constant alpha dissociation fraction of the imidazole moiety of histidine which is assumed to be responsible for a preserved enzyme and protein activity during hypothermia) mimics the unchanged ventilation of ectothermic vertebrates who do not control pH and temperature.
After the publication of investigations demonstrating a reduced incidence of cerebral emboli following a -stat management during cardiac surgery [10, 11] , it is generally accepted that lung ventilation of adults during cardiosurgical hypothermia should be adjusted using a -stat management [12] . Since microemboli during cardiac surgery are primarily associated with the cannulation of large vessels to permit extracorporal circulation, the role of pH management in neurology and neurosurgery remains unclear. For hypothermic brain protection in these disciplines, until now, a -stat management was preferred due to reports of better preservation of the coupling between CBF and metabolism in animals [13] and patients [14, 15] . All cited studies measured either global metabolism (by brain arterial-venous oxygen content difference [13] ) or the CBF for either the entire brain or a brain hemisphere by 133 Xe clearance of cerebral venous blood and argon wash-in technique, respectively. Independent variations and uncoupling of the global CBF from the global brain metabolism were demonstrated in cardiac surgical patients. Since no clinical study measured regional CBF, the decreased metabolism -together with increased global blood flow during pH-stat management -might have been misinterpreted as flow/metabolism mismatch. Therefore, the impact of the acid-base management on regional CBF and brain metabolism needs to be reconsidered.
Recently, the dose-dependent effect of hypothermia in the range 32-37.5°C on CBF and metabolism (by the local cerebral glucose utilization (LCGU)) was investigated at a local level in non-ischaemic rat brains. It became evident that local CBF/metabolism coupling is well preserved during hypothermia down to at least 32°C -managed by pH-stat [16] -as well as its management by a -stat [17] . To emphasize the effect of acid-base management on CBF and brain metabolism under physiological conditions, pH-stat and a -stat data of the two latter studies were combined and compared. With the exception of an increased oxygen tension in comparison to normothermic animals, physiological variables were comparable between the groups (Table 1) .
Cerebral glucose utilization (or brain metabolism)
Compared to normothermic anaesthetized controls, mean cerebral glucose utilization during mild hypothermia (35°C) remained unchanged during pH-stat management but was reduced during a -stat management by 18% (Fig. 1) . During pH-stat and 35°C, local cerebral glucose utilization was decreased only in two regions, but in 20 regions during a -stat (Table 2 ). During moderate hypothermia (32°C), both pH management reduced mean cerebral glucose utilization (a -stat by 41% and pHstat by 50%). Local cerebral glucose utilization was reduced during pH-stat in 35 instances and during a -stat in 32 instances out of 41 brain structures. Differences between the pH management on each temperature step were a lower local cerebral glucose utilization in 13 brain structures during mild hypothermia, and an increased local cerebral glucose utilization in two brain structures (cerebellar white and in the reticular part of the substantia nigra) during mild hypothermia by a -stat treatment. Table 1 . Physiological variables of the experimental groups (with permission from [16, 17] [16, 17] [16, 17] ).
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Figure 2. Effects of the pH management during graded hypothermia on cerebral blood flow (CBF) if either -stat ( ) or pH-stat ( ) management is used (with permission from

Cerebral blood flow
The mean CBF of anaesthetized controls was unchanged during pH-stat management but was decreased in the a -stat group by 27% during mild hypothermia (35°C) and by 44% during moderate hypothermia (Fig. 2) . Local cerebral blood flow was measured in 41 different brain structures ( Table 2 . Local cerebral glucose utilization of the experimental groups (with permission from [16, 17] found during mild hypothermia in all structures except for three (cochlear nuclei, hippocampus CA1, and parietal cortex). Compared to pH-stat management, moderate hypothermia using a -stat management was associated with a decrease in local CBF in all but five brain structures (cochlear nuclei, dentate nuclei, superior olive, internal capsule, medial habenulae).
Coupling of blood flow to metabolism
The coupling of CBF to cerebral glucose utilization was maintained during mild and moderate hypothermia with a -stat management as shown by the relationship of local cerebral glucose utilization in each of the 41 brain regions to the local CBF in the same regions (Fig. 3) Table 3 . Local cerebral blood flow of the experimental groups (with permission from [16, 17] between local CBF and local cerebral glucose utilization was preserved but was shifted to a higher level (Fig. 3) (P < 0.05). This means that, compared to normothermic anaesthesia, hypothermia and pH-stat management reduced the local CBF less than the local cerebral glucose utilization in a brain structure. During a -stat management, the relationship between local CBF and local cerebral glucose utilization is unchanged during hypothermia; this results in a reduction of local CBF in parallel to the local cerebral glucose utilization. In conclusion, pH management increases mean and local CBF but does not uncouple CBF from metabolism. Only the relationship of CBF to cerebral glucose utilization is shifted to a higher level during pH-stat management.
Is acid-base management relevant for the design of studies on hypothermic neuroprotection?
Those results derived from experimental studies cannot be directly transferred to the clinical setting, because results were obtained from healthy animals without brain ischaemia or trauma. However, there remains the possibility that pH-stat may be superior to a -stat management for neuroprotection during moderate hypothermia: first, an abolished vessel reactivity to physiological stimuli appears only to occur in the ischaemic core whereas it wanes with distance in the perifocal area [18] . During the first hours, neuronal injury in this perifocal area is essentially reversible and may be salvageable. Therefore, preserved vascular reactions may, by vasodilatation, delay or even avoid the progressive metabolic deterioration of the penumbra and the enlargement of the dense ischaemia zone. Working on both metabolism increase and perfusion decrease, hypothermia should be better combined with an increase in CBF during pH-stat than the reduction observed during a -stat management.
Another potential mechanism -in addition to better cerebral oxygenation -might be that an increased or maintained CBF itself might result in a more homogenous temperature profile throughout the brain [19] thus counteracting the considerable temperature gradient in ischaemic brain [20] . Moreover, it is well known that experimental hypothermic neuroprotection depends not only upon reduced metabolism but on several other factors such as the release of neurotoxic mediators or the integrity of the blood-brain barrier [21] . At least in modestly perfused tissues, e.g. the penumbra, one can speculate that these toxic mediators are eliminated more efficiently by a higher blood flow. On the other hand, a preserved or even an increased CBF has to be avoided so as not to reach a critically raised intracranial pressure (ICP). However, ICP elevations in brain trauma [4] and severe stroke [22] are less frequent during hypothermia than during normothermia.
In conclusion, pH management does not uncouple CBF from metabolism but pH-stat management shifts the relationship of CBF to cerebral glucose utilization to a higher level. Relevant clinical outcome studies on the effect of the acid-base management during hypothermia on ischaemia or brain injury are lacking. As long as they do not exist, the pH-management used in studies for neuroprotective [16, 17] 
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